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“SCREECH!!!”

Mary and Tim loved that sound!  It meant school was out and it was 

time to go on the field trip to the zoo!

Excited children flooded through the school house door and into the 
school buses waiting for them.
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Mary took her little 
brother by the hand and 

hurried to the closest bus.  

They clambered in and 
sat on the first seat they 

could find.  

The other children filled the bus quickly.  They were ready to go,  but 
the bus didn’t take off right away.  The Bus Driver sat with the engine 

running.

“Come on!” cried Tim, “Let’s go!”

The Bus Driver turned in his seat and 

looked at them.  
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He gave them a quiet smile.  His face looked like it was wrinkled 
from smiling a lot.

“It won’t be long,” the Bus Driver said, ”Your adventure will 
begin soon!”

The children heard a SQUEAL as the Driver closed the door.  The 
other buses had moved out of the way!  He pressed the gas pedal and 

the engine ROARED.  They were off!
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“Yay!” said Tim.  Mary hugged her little brother as the bus drove 

along the city streets.

As they drove along, Tim’s thoughts turned to his usual fantasies.  He 

loved imaginary creatures!  His favorite was the Dragon!
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He remembered what his friend Little Roger had said to him and he 

frowned,

“My daddy said there ARE no Dragons!” Little Roger had said,  

“They were just giant alligators from long ago!”

That had made Tim feel sad and a little angry, but now he 

remembered why he was so excited to go to the Zoo in the first place!

“Alligators!” he cried, “Mary!  I want to see the alligators!”
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Mary smiled.  She was glad to see Tim so excited and happy.  It had 

been a long time since she’d seen him smile much, since when Mom 

and Dad had gone away and they’d moved in with Aunt Peggy.

“We will Timmy!” she said as she hugged him close. She loved 

hugging her little brother! “We’ll see the alligators!  I promise!”

Then it was her turn to sit back and think.  She looked out of the bus 
window and watched people and places go by.  She thought of the 

time before when the family was all together, of happy times long 

past.
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“SQUEEEEEE!!”

The SCREECH of the bus’s brakes awoke her from her thoughts and 

memories.

“We’re here!” she cried.

“Yay!” yelled Tim.

The Bus Driver turned 

to them and smiled.

“Yes, indeed!” he said, “We are here... at the Zoo!”

Mary grabbed Tim’s hand and ran 
out of the bus.  For some reason she 

stopped and looked back.  The Bus 

Driver was staring directly at her.

“Enjoy your adventure!” the Bus 

Driver said.
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Mary and Tim were swept along in a wave of students heading into 

the Zoo!  Teachers yelled out orders and tried to corral the students 
into smaller mobs of excited children.

The teachers did their best to keep the children in their various home 

classes, but Mary found herself pulling Tim along in a group of 

students she didn’t know.  They were older children, they laughed 
and talked among themselves and completely ignored Mary and Tim.  

Mary was fine with that, they were used to keeping to themselves.

“Elephants!” yelled Tim.

They all stopped and looked at the magnificent animals!  
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Giant elephant trunks swayed gracefully as the animals walked 
among the grass and trees of their enclosure, and splashed in the pool 

of water they bathed in.

The group moved on, Mary and Tim were swept along with it.  Mary 

felt like she was in a tide of ocean water being pulled against her will, 

hanging on to Tim for dear life.  Soon they found themselves near the 
back of the throng.
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They were now in front of a large cage filled with exotic birds, 

parrots, macaws, cockatoos and peacocks and birds of paradise all 
together.  They were colorful and...LOUD!

Mary and Tim were so fascinated with the beautiful birds and their 

MUSIC, that they almost didn’t notice when the mob of students 

moved on to the next exhibit!

“Come on Timmy!” Mary said.  She pulled him along to a place 

where open grassy fields left plenty of room for,
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“LIONS!” yelled Tim.  Mary laughed, glad to see her brother so 

happy and excited.

The lions were sitting and lying about on the grass under giant trees.  

One, the wild-maned leader of the pride, sat up and looked at them 
with curious EYES. He ROARED at them. 

 
“His eyes are the same as those of the bus driver,” thought Mary, “but 

that couldn’t be...”  She shook her head and looked again, but he was 

a normal lion once more.  He yawned and lay down on the grass.
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“The lions are all sleepy,” said Tim. He was disappointed, he wanted 

to see them run around and chase things.  

Then he remembered!

“The alligators!” he yelled, pulling at Mary’s hand, “Let’s go see the 
alligators!”

Mary frowned and looked at the mob of students in front of them.  

She looked ahead and saw that the group was going right past the 

reptile house!
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“We have to stay with the group Timmy!” she said, “They are going 

the other way!”

“The alligators!” insisted Tim, “You promised!” 

Mary looked into her dear brother’s face and smiled.  Her love for 

him flowed through her like warm ocean surf.

“Yes, I did!” she said to him, “And so we shall!”
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She saw that the group was moving along the path in such a way that 

she and Tim might go into the reptile house and meet up with the 

group on the far side!  The teachers wouldn’t even know that they’d 
given them the slip!

She grabbed Tim by the hand, 
made sure the teachers weren’t 

watching, and dashed off to the 

reptile house!

Light disappeared as they ran into the dark building.  Mary saw the 

sign for the alligators and pulled Tim along as fast as he could go! 

They reached the alligator tank!   Mary’s heart sank.  The tank was 

empty and there was a sign on the front.
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“What does... UN - DER - RE - PAIR... mean?” asked Tim, “Where 

are the alligators?”

Mary was crestfallen.  “They aren’t out today Timmy,” she said, 

“The tank is broken or something. We’ll have to see them another 
time.”

“WAAAAHHHHHHH!” Tim wailed.

Mary tried to hug him but he pushed her away.

“You promised!” Tim kept crying, he was miserable!  He sat down 
on a nearby bench.

Mary sat next to him and put her 
arms around him.  He let her hug 

him.

“I’m so sorry Timmy... so sorry.” 

She was miserable too!
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She sat and held him as he cried.   She 

heard a SOUND, it was coming from 

far away.

It made her feel 

peaceful, almost sleepy, 
yet wide awake.

It was very beautiful, it was MUSIC. 

She could tell that Tim heard it too, he stopped crying, the MUSIC 
got closer and closer.

They listened deeply and 

kept their eyes closed.
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The more they listened the louder the MUSIC became.

“Wfffft!”  

A bright sound awakened them!  They sat 
up and saw standing before them an 

amazing man.  He stood tall and had 

dark furry eyebrows.  He wore a long 
cape, yellow clothes and an orange sash 

with a star buckle was wrapped around 

his waist. On his head was a turban, and 
there was something familiar about his 

eyes.  He held in his hands a flute, it was 

made of gold and was of ancient design.
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He smiled. 

 
He bowed to the 

children.

“Hello Children,” he said. “My name is Zitthoona.  Why are you 

sad?”

“Well,” said Mary, not sure if she should speak with this mysterious 

person, ”Timmy wanted to see the Alligators, and the tank is Under 

Repair...”
“I see,” said Zitthoona.
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Tim surprised Mary by yelling out. “I want to see a Dragon! But 

Little Roger’s dad said they were just old giant alligators!”

“Why would he say that?,“ Zitthoona said with a mysterious smile, 

”Dragons are Dragons and alligators are alligators...”

 

Mary sat quietly, looking at him.  She was glad Tim wasn’t crying 

anymore.

“Would you like to see a Dragon, Tim?” Zitthoona continued.

“Huh?” said Tim, “uhh.... yeah!”
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“Well, then come with me,”  Zitthoona smiled and waved his arm 

towards a huge curtained entranceway the children had not seen 
before.  Above it were the words,

“The Phantastic Zoo!”

“You can show me a Dragon? A real Dragon?”  yelled Tim, hopping 

up.  He tried to run forward, but Mary held firmly to his wrist.  She 
didn’t know who this person was and didn’t want Tim to be 

disappointed again.

“Who are you?” she asked.
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The mysterious man turned to her.  He smiled and bowed. He 

stepped forward and placed one hand against her cheek and looked 

deeply into her eyes, then stepped back and bowed once again.  

Zitthoona was glad that she had questions and was looking out for 

her brother so well, and that she was smart.

“I am a Magus... a kind of Wizard you might say, and am the Keeper 

of The Phantastic Zoo!”  He gestured behind him to the curtained 

opening.

“You’re a Wizard?,” Tim blurted out, “Like 

Gandalf!?”

Zitthoona smiled. “I am a 

Wizard...” he said, “ like me.”
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Zitthoona looked now at Mary. “So what do you 

say dear girl?  Will you lead your brother into 

my Phantastic Zoo and meet my friends, one of 
whom is, assuredly, a Dragon, and not an old 

giant alligator!” he laughed and shook his head, 

as if it was funny and a little sad that anyone 
could ever think such a thing.

Tim was in awe and speechless for once.

Mary looked at the Magus closely.  He looked directly at her with 
his quiet smile, letting her decide.  After a short time she nodded 

her head.  She stood up and boldly stepped forward with Tim at her 

side.  She gripped his hand tightly, ready for adventure!

“Let’s go!” she said, and after she said it 

a bright happy feeling welled up inside 
of her.  A feeling she hadn’t felt for a 

long time, not since Mom and Dad had 

gone.  
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“Let’s go!” she said again.

THE MAGUS played a short 

celebratory FLOURISH on his flute.  The 
sounds of the flute seemed to change the 

color of the air.  The rays of the sun were 

brighter, lines of orange tracery danced 
around them.  

Zitthoona kept playing MUSIC and ushered them towards the 

entrance to The Phantastic Zoo.

The Children followed him and stepped through the mysterious 
curtains.
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The Phantastic Zoo
The Wizard led them into a place filled with wonder.

Giant plants were abound and strange trees played MUSICAL 
SOUNDS.

Around the edges of everything was shadow and darkness, not the 
scary kind of darkness, but rather the kind that makes your 

imagination tingle and make you think that anything can happen.  

Misty steam floated around of different colors and emitting all kinds 

of smells, it felt like you could taste the air as you breathed, and it 
tasted of candies, spices and flowers and plants from far                       

away places.  
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The air turned hot and cold as you walked and in the darkness you 

could sense ancient powers, energies both dark and light, and things 

it was impossible for Mary and Tim to put words to.

All this while the Wizard had kept playing his magic flute and Mary 

and Tim understood that he was, through his music, influencing 
everything they experienced.

They now stood in front of a giant curtain.  Mary and Tim looked up.  

They saw the word PHOENIX written upon the huge canvass.  There 

was a feeling of intense power emanating from it.
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Zitthoona put his flute to 

his lips and played a 

FLOURISH!  

Gongs sounded from the 

ground all around them.

“Behold!” said Zitthoona.  

He gestured towards the 
curtain and it began to rise!
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The curtain rose up and up... 

The children shaded their eyes as the light from within became 
brighter and brighter!
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THE PHOENIX

“Behold!“ Zitthoona gestured. “This is the Phoenix! He lives a 

thousand lives! He flies to his home in the sun, Heliopolis, once every 
thousand years to renew himself!  When ready he sprays fire and his 

nest flowers into light!”

Tim was speechless before the awesome sight.

 Zitthoona waved his golden 
flute like a Wizard’s Staff and 

cried, “Bennu Bennu! Weben 

Bennu!”
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The glorious creature of light and fire shook his wings as if waking 

from sleep!

“Awaken and greet my friends!” cried 

Zitthoona.

The eyes of The Phoenix opened and he sang 

a glorious music!  The giant Phoenix took a 

deep breath as if he hadn’t done so in a very 
long time, and spoke.

“Your friends, Zitthoona? Not your guests? 

Not your Offerings, but your friends?”

“Yes Bennu Bennu, my friends! Come greet them! They are young 

people and have open minds!”
“Ahhhhhhhh.....creatures 

not yet deformed by 

lightless experience!” said 
Bennu Bennu as he lowered 

his head and neared the side 

of the tank, closer to the 

children.
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His face became suddenly much larger.  Mary thought that this ‘tank’ 

must extend a great distance. 

The magnificent creature stared into her eyes, and then Tim’s. Mary 
felt the power of his mind reaching into hers, questioning, judging.

Bennu Bennu looked at 
Zitthoona with a smile,  

“Ahhhh,  I see...”  he nodded his 

head, “Yes, they are worthy, my 
friend Zitthoona, to hear my 

story.”

Tim could contain himself no more.
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“What are you?” he 

blurted out.  Mary 
pulled him back, 

fearfully.

“Mmmmm....ary....” said 
the great being as he now 

stood tall and stretched 

his wings, “Do nnnOT 

Fear,” his voice echoed in 
the vast chamber, “I am 

glad, very glad... to tell to 

YOU, dear children, my 
story, so that you may be 

nourished by the hearing 

of it.”

The great creature took a deep breath and began to speak...
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“Long ago, in the misty night of ageless time... I was but a 
small spark of light... with no form and no awareness of 
myself.”

The Phoenix scratched his head with one claw as he thought 
back...

“There were mountains...

...and worlds of 
darkness...

I passed through 
them all... 

And when I was through I found that I had wings,  that I 
knew myself, and I was me...

So I flew and flew... and lived happy in the mountains and the 
stars. 
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But one day I felt tired.  I lay down on a small planetoid near 
Arcturus and slept... and slept and slept.   Soon I felt thin and 
knew I was going to die.

It was then that I felt a great 
power rise within me, a 
strength... a fire... and I let it 
grow and it become a great ball 
of fiery light which exploded 
out and around me. I looked 
down and saw a new seed of 
life in the ashes of my crimson 
fire-blade nest.
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Somehow... I don’t know how... but somehow I knew to take 
this fiery seedpod and fly with it to the Center of the Sun of 
Earth, to Heliopolis... the valley of light... the golden city 
which, I learned, was the place of my birth... 

I swam in the Sunfire!  I felt it’s warmth and fullness, and my 
life energy became a part of the Sun!  The new Egg became 
Me.  I was renewed and I returned to Earth in my new body...

And from then on I live... and Live... and Die,  and live 
again...“

“Awesome!” said Tim.
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“Does it go on forever?” asked Mary.

“You know, child, I know not, forever is a long time. But I 
know that the seed will fire again, and I am happy...

“Here’s the SECRET, Children,” The Phoenix continued, “You 
too can find the place to renew yourself, to be safe, a private 
place that is yours alone, and you can find it at any time, 
because it is in your imagination, in your mind... and in your 
heart.”

“Can we live forever too?” asked Tim.
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The Phoenix smiled, “That, my friend, is up to you and how 
you live your life! But certainly, you can add your life force to 
the whole of your world and it will never be lost!” 

Mary was silent for awhile, 
thinking, then she asked.

“Does being able to live in the 
Sun... give you special powers 
over the life and death of 
others?”

The Phoenix paused. Zitthoona 
looked down, sadly.

After pondering her words, The Phoenix became a little angry 
for a moment, yet he answered her with great kindness.
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“Child, only you have 
true power over 
yourself, and those 
who are passed, like 
your parents, power 
over themselves... 
I cannot bring them back to you, but you can learn to join me 
on my journeys, you can feel the joy, you can learn the power 
to overcome grief, to overcome anything!”

Mary smiled.  She didn’t mean to,  but she knew he was right. 
If he could die over and over and yet come to life and feel joy,  
how could she not do the same?

“Thweeet!”

Her thoughts were 
shattered by the bright 
sound of the Wizard’s flute. 
She somehow felt lighter, 
and noticed that Tim was bouncing on his feet as he held her 
hand.  He too felt lighter, happier,  from hearing the story of 
the Phoenix.
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Zitthoona performed a FLOURISH on his magic flute and 
cried, “Bennu Bennu! Noben Bennu!” The gongs sounded 
again and the curtain in front of The Phoenix’s tank closed.

“Bye!” yelled Tim.
“Thank you!” cried Mary.

The Phoenix nodded his vast head as the curtain lowered.
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The Wizard now began to lead them to the next exhibit. Mary 

stopped. Zitthoona saw that she had questions, he paused and 

waited for her to speak.

“Zitthoona?” started Mary.

“Yes, dear child,” Zitthoona responded.

“Why does a great being like the Phoenix allow you to keep him in a 
cage?”

“What makes you think he is in a cage?” laughed Zitthoona.

“Well,” Mary began, “We just saw him...”

“No Mary, the tank is a way of seeing, The 
Phoenix allows us to see him. Hmmm...” he 

paused in thought, “think of my Phantastic 

Zoo like a vast Hotel where my
friends come to rest. There is a Crystal in his mountain cave that I 

can turn on and off, often I wake him from a nap! But not all of my 

exhibits are the same,” He smiled mysteriously and Mary nodded, 

not quite sure what he meant.
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“Here!” The Magician stopped and gestured 

towards a giant curtain. He put his Magic Flute to 

his lips and performed a FLOURISH!

The Gongs sounded! The Curtain 

began to rise! Timmy wondered 

what amazing creature would 
appear now!

“Behold!”  Zitthoona’s voice 

rang out.

They now saw a tank filled with 

ocean water. Millions of air 
bubbles covered the creature 

within!
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“Eya!” cried the Wizard, “Eya Weben... 

Atargorgonis!”  The bubbles dispersed 

and the children gasped!

THE MERMAID

“A Mermaid!” yelled Mary.

Zitthoona smiled. “Behold Eya 

Atargorgonis!” he said in a 
powerful voice, “No ordinary 

Mermaid is she!  Her mother is 

Medussa, the Goddess of the 

Dark!  Her father is Apollo, God of 
the Sun!  She emerges from her 

home, The Garden of Lemuria and 

visits the haunts of men to test 
them, bringing either joy or 

misery as she judges the purity of 

their hearts!”

The children stepped back in awe.
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Zitthoona smiled again.  “Do not fear Mary and Tim! You are 
here as my friends and guests!  No harm will befall you here, 
in my Phantastic Zoo!”

Eya spoke.  Her voice 
sounded like music of the 
ocean.

“Zitthoona...” she purred, 
“What do you bring to me 
today? Are these gifts?” 
she licked her lips, 
”offerings?”

“They are friends!” 
said Zitthoona.

“Ahhhhh....” she said, her voice mixing with the sound of 
bubbles and air, “Let me SEE them.”
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Eya stirred in her tank and brought her face up close to the 
children, who now looked at her with awe and wonder.

Eya looked them each in the eyes for a moment.

“I see, friend Zitthoona,” she said, “My snakes will stay 
asleep...” for some reason the children were very happy about 
this. “You would have me share my story so that they might be 
nourished by the hearing of it.”

“I would, my awesome friend,” said 
Zitthoona.

“Very wellll,” said Eya. “Listen 
closely children, for you will learn a 
great secret!”
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The gorgeous creature took a deep breath and began.  Her 
voice was like soft ocean waters streaming over sand.  She told 
her story...

“Long ago, in ages past, I was born. I remember it all.  I was 
inside an egg, like a tiny bubble, floating among flowers deep 
in the ocean.  I reached out my hand, and my eggbubble 
exploded into a million fragments of light... and I was free.  I 
looked about me as I quickly grew into a young mermaid girl.

There were other merpeople all around, but I was different,  
they treated me with respect and a little fear, for I was the 
daughter of Gods and had great power.  
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I was happy in my home, my beautiful deep ocean Garden, 
The Garden of Lemuria, and I had no desire to leave.

But one day there was a stirring in the ocean waters, and news 
came to us of a shipwreck.  Human sailors had crashed into an 
Island of rocks nearby, rocks my sisters the Sirenpeople had 
lured them into. So I went to them and saw my first humans, 
the people you, children, are a part of.

I didn’t really know why I wanted to see them, or what to 
expect,  or what I would do, but when I saw them, floating 
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amongst the wreckage, I felt an urge to look at them, closely, to 
judge their hearts. I knew this was my purpose and I knew 
that soon my brothers, the great sharks, would come to eat 
them, so I had to act fast.

I swam up to each of them and looked in their eyes.  The first 
one I saw showed me an empty soul,  his imagination was long 
ago lost.  He was the Captain of the ship and thought only of 
gold and power, so I left him to the sharks... 

The second one I looked at showed a mean soul.   When he 
saw my beauty he wanted only to possess me.  I left him to the 
sharks. I swam to the third man and stared deeply into his 
eyes.  He was afraid, but honest, and I saw in his eyes the love 
of his children, that was all he cared about,  and that they 
loved him...
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So I took him up and swam to his home far away and left him 
on the shore near his house.  Afterwards, I went back to see 
him,

but his sons threw 
rocks at me from the 
shore, as some children 
of man will do, and I 
left and returned to my 
Garden, deep in the 
ocean... Lemuria, my 
home.

That was long ago.  Since then there have been many 
shipwrecks, and a few that I’ve rescued. Once I fell in love and 
lived on land for awhile, but that is another tale...

I have seen much of human people.  I 
have visited sailors sailing alone upon 
the sea. I have seen the great wars and 
useless killing.  I have met ocean 
explorers like Jacques Cousteau... 
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he was a friend of mine and I showed him the caves where my 
shark brothers sleep. He never spoke of me to his fellow 
humans for fear they would think him mad.

But, children,  the saddest thing of all is how human greed and 
growing power has caused you to pollute our ocean.  Do you 
not understand that if the Oceans and her People die, that you 
will die too?  Look at me children!” she said suddenly with a 
sharp look in her eyes, “look at me!”

She swam close to the edge of her tank and stared deeply into 
the eyes of Mary and Tim.

“Promise me!... promise me!... that you will do all you can in 
your lives to help make the ocean waters healthy and clean.  
Promise me!”
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Zitthoona stirred, and looked concerned, for he was, this last 
had surprised him and he knew that if the children were not 
sincere Eya might harm them.

“We promise!” said Mary and 
Tim.

The beautiful and powerful creature stared at the children 
intently for a moment, then relaxed and smiled... she saw that 
they were sincere in their promise.

“Thank you, Mary and Tim,  thank you,” 
Eya said as she stretched in her tank.   
“So... I’ll tell you a secret... a very 
important one.”

Mary and Tim listened closely.
“I have a home,” Eya continued, 
“Lemuria, my Garden in the Sea.  You 
too must have a place... a place that is 
your own, where you are safe and 
nothing can harm you, where no one 
can judge you, where you are 
yourself, and where you can nourish 
your mind, body and spirit.”
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“Yeah!’ said Tim, “It’s in your imagination!”

“What are you talking about?,” said Eya, she thought a 
moment and laughed. “Oh, you’ve been talking to the 
Phoenix!

No, no, I am talking about a place you can be in... in bodily 
form,”  she thought for a moment, ”you live with your Aunt 
Peggy... she is nice... but it is her home, her garden in which 
you live.  You must find a place that is yours.  It can be a place 
you build in the forest,  a room in a library or a tree that you 
climb.  What matters most is that when you are there, you 
define yourself,  and no other person can tell you who you 
are!”
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She stood tall in her tank and 

breathed out a long stream of air. 

Giant bubbles formed all around 
her, and soon they could not see 

her anymore.

“Atargorgonis!” 

cried Zitthoona, 

“Eya! Noben! Eya!   

The GONGMUSIC sounded and 

her curtain closed.

“WOW! She was Cool!” yelled Tim, 

then he got excited, “Are we going to 

see the Dragon now!!?” 

The Wizard smiled. “Very well then!  Come 
with me!”
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The Dragon’s exhibit was at 

the far end of the Phantastic 
Zoo, and they had to walk 

for a while.  They strode 

among glowing flowers and 
magic trees. They passed 

through whorls of many-

colored mist. 

Exotic smells wafted through the mystic air, smells which brought 

with them visions of far off places, places ruled by wild magic and 

where lived myriads of strange creatures.  Phantastic images thrived 
on the edges of Mary and Tim’s imaginations and filled them with 

feelings of excitement and possibility.
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They passed by curtains with names inscribed above in giant letters, 

MANTICORE... KRAKEN... HYDRA... 

“What are these creatures?” asked Tim, “Are we going to get to see 

them too?”

“We go now to visit the Dragon,” said Zitthoona, “Perhaps, some 

day, you can return to my Phantastic Zoo and visit with more of my 
friends.”

Mary was glad to hear this!  She knew now that The Dragon was 

their last exhibit and she was worried about losing touch with all of 
this wonderful magic,

Zitthoona and his friends, and was 

glad they might be able to come 
back.

THE DRAGON

They reached a curtain which rose 
high into the air! The word 

DRAGON was written above in 

ancient letters!  
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Zitthoona stood tall and 

once again spoke as The 
Magus, the Keeper of the 

Phantastic Zoo!

“Ghjo Drakonis!  Weben Weben Drakonis Ghjo!” cried the Wizard.

Gong Music Sounded! The 
Curtain Rose! A cloud of 

smoke billowed upwards and 

surrounded the children as 

wild dragonish MUSIC 
erupted all around them. 

They were immersed in 

sensations of overwhelming 
glorious power!  

“Behold!” cried the Wizard, 
“Ghjo Drakonis! God of the 

East! Scourge of the West! The 

center of Earthly Magic!”

They saw him, The Great Dragon, Ghjo Drakonis! 
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The Dragon’s SONG OF POWER came slowly to a stop, like receding 

ocean waves.  Zitthoona’s magic crystal showed him in his natural 

place, flying among the clouds a vast distance away. 

Mary and Tim were lost in wonder and awe.

Ghjo Drakonis looked at the children. He lowered his head and flew 

close to the crystal, his face became large.

Mary and Tim could see his 

huge eyes up close, they  

twinkled with mirth and were 

filled with electricity. There 
was a feeling of danger as if 

the vast power of a great sea 

storm was harnessed within 
him. 

The smoke cleared and Mary could see the light dancing around her 
like particles of sparkling dust.

The great creature looked directly at Tim.  The young boy grasped his 

sister’s hand tightly.
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“SO TIM” spoke Ghjo Drakonis, “DO I LOOK LIKE A 
GIANT ALLIGATOR TO YOU?”

“Um...” said Tim, trembling a little, “Nope!  You’re... WOW!... a 
Dragon all right!”

Ghjo laughed, it was like 
a murmuring thunder 
storm.  He looked at 
Mary.

“AND MARY,” he said, 
his voice settling down to 
a softer level, “DO YOU 
HAVE A QUESTION 
FOR ME?”

“I thought I did,” she said, hesitatingly, “But the creatures we 
met before, The Phoenix, The Mermaid... kind of answered it.  
I was hoping, at first, that you might be able to bring our 
parents back, but now I have hope that we might be able to 
move on...  Timmy and I... to find new hope, and be happy 
again, but...”

“YES?” urged the Dragon.
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“Now I am worried that we might lose this wonderful feeling 
of Magic and hope that Zithoona’s Phantastic Zoo has given 
us” Mary frowned, “The world out there, outside...it is cold 
and the people, some are nice, but...” she paused, at a loss for 
words.

“HMMMM...I SEE” said 
the Dragon, “SO YOU 
THINK THAT THERE IS 
NO MAGIC OUTSIDE 
THESE WALLS?”
“Yes.” she replied simply.
“YOU ARE WRONG!” He thundered, surprising her, “HEAR 
MY STORY AND BE NOURISHED BY THE HEARING OF 
IT!”

The Dragon took a deep breath and told them his story.

“I have lived, children,” he began, “Across countless ages of 
time, in many parts of the world and have known many 
human people, some who were Wizards, like Zitthoona, and 
countless others who have come to me to gain riches or power, 
or to try and destroy me.”
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“Why would they do that?” asked Tim, horrified at the 
thought.

Ghjo smiled. “For many reasons Child,” Gjho Drakonis 
answered, “because I represent that which they do not 
understand, because their souls were dark, their imaginations 
not alive, or fear was placed into their hearts by others and 
their own truths were lost.  There were a few that I was able to 
change, some I placed into the Chimera until they were freed, 
others I had to destroy.

When I was young I lived in a far off land in Asia,  where I 
was worshipped by a wise people.  Later I lived in a place now 
called Europe, and had to fight many disoriented men who 
tried to steal from me or hurt me.  There was a time when I 
acted in great anger and destroyed villages and killed many 
people.  I thought I was curing a sickness in the world.
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I thought the Magic I had enjoyed in my youth was gone!  But 
wise Wizards such as Merlin and Zitthoona helped me see this 
was not true, and my disappointment was replaced by 
patience.  I have met many human people since who are 
worthy of my kindness. The ignorance and the dangerous 
desire for power and wealth is still there, but they do not come 
to Dragons any more, they have found and misused science in 
my place!

There is a war children!  A war of the imagination!  Those who 
do not have imagination, do not use it, or misuse it to control 
others are a great danger to your Earth!  
Some day you may be able to influence your fellow people, but for 

now, children, I wish to help you to find your own inner peace... 
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for that is the best way to influence others, you see, if you 
create peace within yourselves it can grow out from you like 
ripples of water, changing the color of the ocean...and the 
streams of time.

And here you are!  The descendants of the same people I once 
thought to rub out, and I wish to share with you the Great 
Secret I learned in my youth from the Wizards of the East!”

Mary and Tim awaited his next words.
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“It is this, Children!  MUSIC MAGIC IS EVERYWHERE!  You 
have only to open your ears to hear it, to HEAR and SEE with 
Imagination, and then you’ll never be alone... never be without 
the Power to solve all of your riddles!”

The Dragon’s story was done. The curtain fell and the children 
were left in darkness and silence, lost in thought and 
wondering if there was more, but the Dragon was gone.

“Alright my friends,” said Zitthoona softly, “It is time for you 
to leave my Phantastic Zoo and return home.”

“Can we come back?” asked Tim.
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“Surely, I’d love to see you again,” 
said the Wizard, ”But we can’t know 
when, or how... you won’t find my 
Zoo twice in the same place.  When 
you least expect it I will be there to 
bring you in.”

“We’ll look forward to that!” said 
Mary brightly.

Zitthoona nodded and smiled, then quickly led them to a flap 
in the tent nearby and ushered them out.

The children stepped into late 

afternoon light. They turned 

around, the entrance to the 
Phantastic Zoo was gone.  Mary 

looked for the group of students 

they’d been with, but the Zoo, 
the regular Zoo, was nearly 

empty.  All the kids from school 

were gone, there were just a few 

visitors left.
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“Come on!” said Mary.  She took Tim by the hand and led him to the 

parking lot. She was afraid that all the buses would be gone, but 
there was one still there.

They ran to the bus and 
looked inside.  The same 

bus driver they’d seen 

before was waiting for 
them.  He smiled.

“Hello Children!” he said, 

“Did you have a good 
adventure?”

“Yeah! We sure did!” yelled Tim, “We 
saw a Dragon... and...”

Mary pulled his arm, causing him to stop, but she looked at the Bus 
Driver and saw his smile, and his eyes which seemed familiar, and 

she knew he was a friend of the Phantastic Zoo.

“I’m sure you did!” he said to Tim, “But now it is time for me to take 
you home to your Aunt Peggy’s house!”
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“But,” said Mary, “What about all the students and the teachers?” She 

was worried about being in trouble at school the next day.

“Not to worry,” said the Bus Driver with a laugh, “Zitthoona sent out 

two Phantasms which looked liked you, the teachers were fooled and 
they thought you were ‘present’ and taken home!”

With relief Mary and Tim sat 
down and the Bus trundled 

off through the city streets at a 

good clip.  

Soon they were at Aunt Peggy’s 

house on a quiet street at the edge of 
the city.  It was a pleasant small 

house with a porch and a giant tree in 

front.

They hopped out of the bus and turned to say good-bye, but the bus 

was already driving off down the street.
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“Come on,” said Mary, and she tugged on Tim’s arm.  

They walked to the front porch and started to walk up the stairs, but 

Tim paused.  He wasn’t quite ready to return to ‘normal’.

“I miss Zitthoona and the Dragon!” he said.

“I do too,” said Mary.  She sat down on a stair and looked up at the 
sky.  Tim sat down next to her.

“The Dragon said that Music Magic was everywhere, but I don’t hear 
it now,” said Tim.

“I know,” sighed Mary, “I don’t either. Let’s try listening with our 

Imaginations, whatever that means...”
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They were quiet for 
awhile and listened to 
the sounds of the 
WIND in the trees, 
the leaves rustling, 
and then they heard 
the sounds of 
INSECTS who began 
to sing as the Sun 
lowered in the sky.

“Hey,” said Tim, “that’s nice, is that what the Dragon meant?”

“I think so,” said Mary, ”but there must be more,  
something...”

They closed their eyes and kept 
listening.

“Music Magic is Everywhere,” 
whispered a voice.

“Hey Mary,” said Tim. “That’s not funny!”
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“That wasn’t me!” she said. 
“Me either!” said Tim.

They closed their eyes again and listened. 

“Music Magic is Everywhere!” now the voice was loud, it 
sounded like Zitthoona, or the Dragon, or the Bus Driver, but 
it was different and it was coming from nearby!

“Over here!” said a voice.

The children looked around.

“Look!” yelled Tim. “The Tree!”
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Mary looked at the Giant Tree in front of Aunt Peggy’s house.  
She saw a face embedded in the trunk, the children ran up to 
it...

“Hello Children!” said the face in The Tree.

“Is that you Zitthoona?” asked Mary.

“Well...” said The Tree, “Kind of... not really... but he’s my 
friend. Thanks for waking me up!” 
  

“Huh?!” said Tim.
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“Yes, well you woke me up when you opened your minds,” 
said The Tree, “Why don’t you climb into my branches and 
listen for awhile? You can do that any time, you know... it can 
be your special place!”

“Like the Mermaid said!” yelled Tim!

“Yes Timmy!” said Mary. “And Bennu Bennu and Ghjo 
Drakonis too!”

The children climbed into the colorful branches and listened 
to the music of The Tree.  They were happy.  They knew they 
could visit The Tree at any time and listen, and look forward to 
visiting, once again,

THE PHANTASTIC ZOO!
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MUSIC MAGIC IS EVERYWHERE

Music Magic is Everywhere
It’s in the Shadows Behind your Chair                                                     

In the Light on the Ceiling
It’s Under Your Hair

Just Open your Mind and You’ll Be There

(Music Magic is Everywhere... It’s Under Your Hair...) 

- Short Dance -

Treeman Solo:
Don’t Be Angry 

Don’t Make Sighs
Just Climb in My Branches 

And Close Your Eyes.

(ALL)
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With Music Magic You’re Never Alone 
Just Dive in the Ocean
And Swim in the Sun

Find Your Heart and Fly with the Dragon 
Just Open Your Mind
And You’ll Be There

(Music Magic is Everywhere... It’s Under Your Hair... It’s Behind 
Your Chair...)

THE END
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